Write your thesis at
Finance Denmark!
Are you interested in banks, regulation and the economy and do you have a good understanding of and interest in politics? Do you want to write your thesis in one of the strongest and most expanded networks in the
Danish financial sector? And would you like your own office in Amaliegade, a paid lunch scheme and a daily
routine that drives and motivates your thesis? Then apply for a thesis placement at Finance Denmark. Our
thesis placements are free, but we expect you to present your findings to us.

Your profile
You are studying a relevant master’s programme and will write your thesis about
circumstances that influence the Danish
financial sector based on analysis of the
sector’s development or the sector’s role
in relation to the rest of the Danish society - and you can express your knowledge
in a way so that others can benefit from
it. You work seriously with your thesis and
would like to write in an ambitious environment with other thesis students.
What we can offer
Throughout the process of writing your
thesis, you will have a social workplace
at your disposal, which in addition to physical elements such as a table, chair etc.,
will also give you access to the internet, a
printer and other office facilities.
You will become part of a professional
environment, where you can discuss with
specialists and other thesis students,
and you can participate in Finance Denmark’s professional events. In addition,
Finance Denmark’s member companies
will have the opportunity to get in contact
with you, if your thesis topic is relevant.

Application and further information
Write a short letter of motivation (max.
one page) with a description of your thesis topic and method, as well as a short
description of yourself and your field of
education. Please also attach your CV
and a copy of your grades from your
master’s programme and send to job@
fida.dk with ‘Thesis2017’ as the subject. If we find your profile interesting, you
will be invited to an interview about your
thesis ideas and possibly an agreement
for a thesis placement. We are accepting applications on an ongoing basis
so apply today before the thesis office is
full. We have space for 5 teams of thesis
students (groups or individual students).
If you have any questions, you are welcome to write or call Senior Consultant,
Solveig Råberg Tingey, on+45 3370 1118
or srt@fida.dk or HR Consultant, Tine Stieper, on +45 3370 1042 or tms@fida.dk.
Read more:
finansdanmark.dk/om-os/thesislab

About Finans Danmark
Finance Denmark is the unifying interest organisation for banks, mortgage institutions, investment funds and
investment managers in Denmark. We work towards sustainable growth in a sector that employs approx. 42,000
employees of paramount importance to Denmark’s growth potential.
We attach importance to our employees thriving, developing and being challenged. Without batting an eye, we can
therefore promise committed and talented colleagues in a good professional and social environment, where everyone undertakes exciting and challenging tasks that play a crucial role for the Danish financial sector.

We spend three days of
our week at the Finans
Danmark premises, where
we have a nice office of
our-selves, in a quiet and
central location. Help is
supplied to us every time
we need it, both in terms
of utensils and technical
knowledge. Thanks to
some of Finans Danmark
consultants we are able
to enrich our research with
more insights on the econometrics approaches
and monetary policy system mechanisms. We feel
Thesis Lab has provided
a concrete support to our
research.
Anna & Martina, ThesisLab students at
Finance Denmark spring 2017

